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Sanitary Systems
– made to please

Jets allows you to choose...
TM

- High quality
- Cost reductions
- System flexibility
- Operational reliability
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Any size - any challenge:
Jets™ powered temporary toilet facilites used at
the Defqon.1 music festival with 55,000 visitors
Pages 4 and 5
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The Dutch Defqon.1 festival
attracts 55,000 visitors

A major sanitary challenge presents itself
- Jets™ offers a simple and reliable solution
Events this big need toilets that cope magnificently
when used up to 60 times per hour - once every minute.
With adequate sanitary facilities, people are more likely
to spend more time at the festival - which translates to
an improved profit potential for the event organisers.
Jets™ offers the most advanced event toilet solution,
with years of proven performance and success globally.
Flexible configuration means Jets™ systems can be built
into any type of cubicle to meet your specific needs.
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The Defqon.1 music festival
insisted on vacuum toilets for
improved event sanitation

Increased expectations from
visitors mean old solutions
are no longer good enough

When the organisers of Defqon.1 made 55,000
tickets available for its 2012 festival, one thing
became very clear: they needed a lot of toilets.

Visitors who pay for costly tickets demand
improved sanitary conditions, as increasing
numbers of people grow hesitant about
using the more traditional chemical toilets.

Jets™ has supplied sanitary systems to many
large operators in the toilet rental industry,
including dutch operators Port-o-Let Services
and Van Overbeek Mobile Sanitary Solutions.
Providing enough Jets™ vacuum toilets to cover
the sanitary needs of 55,000 people is not an
everyday occurence even for these companies.
Using lower quality toilet facilities were not an
option, so both of the companies got involved.
The Jets™ system used at Defqon.1 provides
visitors with a high quality flushing toilet and
a sealed piping system - a great improvement
over traditional festival toilets where users are
exposed to the human waste of other people.

“The Jets™ system enables us to
develop collapsible units which
save 67% space” - Peter Van Overbeek

Van Overbeek Mobile Sanitary Solutions
Event toilet rental company and manufacturer
www.van-overbeek.nl • www.popup3.eu

The non-flushing design of older chemical
toilets means waste management crews
have to empty these toilets through the
same opening as the visitors use to fill them.
This only adds to the unpleasantness of the
chemical toilets, and according to the
expectations of today’s festival goers,
emi l t ilets
t e
-fl s i
toilets are simply not good enough anymore.

Port-o-Let Services
Event toilet rental company
www.portolet.nl

Sanitrax International
Event toilet manufacturer
www.sanitrax.com

Jets™ vacuum sanitary systems provide a
modern, compact and water-saving solution
to this challenge, built into portable facilities
for temporary toilet installation.

Ed Standaart,
Director

Van Overbeek Mobile
Sanitary Solutions

BioCompact Environmental Technology B.V.
Dutch Jets™ distributor
www.biocompact.nl
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Jets at construction sites
TM

A single Vacuumarator™ pump
can serve multiple Jets™ toilets
in sanitation trailers.
Container modules with Jets™
vacuum units and toilets can
serve construction sites of
virtually any size.

A hygienic solution for
challenging applications
Closed system
No bacteria-laden aerosol
from toilet flushes

It is easy to add or reduce capacity, for
example during different project stages.

Water requirements

i

me t l be e ts

Vacuum systems prevent sewage pollution
on site and reduce the risk of wastewater
seepage.

Flexibility

Tanks can be exchanged without
exposing the service crew to sewage

Uses only a tenth of the fresh water needed
for gravity systems - no need to connect to
water or sewerage.

Greater hygiene means less risk
of spreading intestinal diseases

Sewage volumes

AC/DC with low energy consumption

Sewage is reduced to a tenth of the volume
produced by gravity toilets. The
Vacuumarator™ pump has built-in capacity
to transport black water finely pulped by the
integrated macerator.

Connect to a collecting tank ...
Or to existing infrastructure

The vacuum draws odours out
of the cubicle into the plumbing
Toilet facilities with adequate
capacity stay cleaner
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Capacity

Less walking time to toilets
Workers are more productive

Route small-diameter vacuum piping
upward and around obstacles ,
or even to a municipal sewer several
hundred metres/yards away.

AMS Global Inc.

Made in the USA with cutting
edge technology - and Jets™
In the United States, mobile sanitation is a 1.5
billion dollar a year industry, including
everything from the most basic port-a-potty.
AMS Global brought Jets™ to the U.S. market,
and now supplies vacuum sanitary systems to
several manufacturers of mobile sanitation.

1 SIDE case study:
AMS Global
Kva viser vi heilt konkret på denne sida? Kva bilder brukar vi?

The company also makes restroom trailers,
and their state-of-the-art Omega J-Series
trailer will leave any port-a-potty dead in its
tracks with features and technology that are
lightyears ahead of its domestic competitors.
Jets™ toilets and Vacuumarator™ pumps were
the obvious choice for the Omega J-Series,
which boasts several advanced features like:
All composite and metal construction
Self-contained for up to 4,000 flushes
Retractable towing tongue - 2 fit in 40’ container

Omega J-Series
According to AMS Global Inc., their Omega J-Series
is the most advanced restroom trailer built to date.
This trailer will lower itself to the ground by remote
control and uses leveling jacks on uneven surfaces,
completely eliminating the need for steps.

By both providing complete Jets™ systems to
other manufacturers, as well as offering its
own line of trailers, AMS Global is working
successfully on both sides of the industry.
Its customers include FEMA and the Red Cross.

Active Deployment Systems
Mobile restroom rental company
www.activedeployment.com

Tim Blevins, CEO

AMS Global Inc.
U.S. Jets™ distributor
www.amsglobal.us
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Splashdown Event Services
Constructing a floating stage to perform La Traviata in Sydney Harbour before an
audience of 4,000 is simply routine for rigging professionals. Providing high-end
temporary sanitary facilities for 4,000 opera lovers who will accept nothing but
the best, is challenging - but routine for Splashdown Event Services in Australia.
They now use Flexiloo™ systems powered by Jets™,
built locally under license, to exceed far beyond the
expectations of demanding high-end users.
Read more about Flexiloo™ on page 13.

Vacuum Toilets Australia Pty Ltd
Australian Jets™ distributor
www.vacuumtoiletsaustralia.com.au

Des Wittingslow,
Managing Director
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Splashdown Event Services
Event toilet rental company
www.splashdowneventservices.com.au

All about trust

Mars eventsupply A/S and its
partner Festudlejning.com in
Denmark look for suppliers they
can trust. For their joint venture,
Water-Loo, they chose Jets™
sanitary systems.
“We heard about Jets™ for the first time 7 or 8 years
ago, and about 3 years ago we looked more into
what was behind the name. What we found was a
quality product that could be trusted, made by a
company in our own region - Scandinavia.
In the world of mobile sanitary systems, we need
quality products - it’s important that we can trust
the technology we buy. That is why we chose Jets™
systems”, says Jan Bjerregaard of Mars eventsupply.

Eurowagon.dk A/S is a Danish company
specialising in production of mobile restrooms.
The company supplies trailers and units to customers
world-wide, including these units for Water-Loo.
Eurowagon.dk A/S
Event toilet manufacturer
www.eurowagon.dk

He points out 2 factors which make Jets™ stand out:

“Our customers do not request
t ile s tte
it
st y
vacuum system - they request
trailers with Jets™” - Jens Vestergaard
Eurowagon

The Jets™ system saves a lot of water and sewage.
The staff were previously used to bringing large
volumes of water to events, and removing just as
much waste water when the events closed.
A cleaner work environment for the crews. The
built-in transport capacity of the system means
crews don’t have to empty the cubicles manually
using a septic truck.
“Working with vacuum systems is simply more
pleasant for our staff. In industry terms, it is like
having a built-in septic truck that empties the
toilets automatically.

Mars eventsupply A/S & Festudlejning.com
Event toilet rental companies
www.water-loo.dk

Visitors love them too. Whether it’s at a rock
concert or a VIP event, people are very happy
about having access to proper flushing toilets”.
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The compact Jets system is a big
advantage for Scanvogn trailers
TM

TM

Scanvogn has been a Jets™
customer since 2001 and
has delivered numerous
trailers with Jets™
installations

Their self-contained
sanitation trailers are
ideal for most applications
from surveying to mobile
es

Scanvogn
Event toilet trailer manufacturer
www.scanvogn.dk

“Higher quality and flexibility than traditional
toilets are the main reasons for choosing
Jets™”, says Marilyn Fynbo, Head of Sales and
Marketing at Scanvogn in Denmark.
In the growing market for high quality trailers,
Scanvogn offers a quick solution for sanitary
challenges: “If you need toilets in an urban
area for just a few days, you can park the
trailer where you need it without having to
10

wait for all the permits and paperwork
involved in connecting to municipal facilities.”
Using the Jets™ system also allows Scanvogn
trailers to operate five times longer than their
counterparts which use traditional toilets:
“The benefit is the freedom you have to take
the trailer exactly where you need it, out in
the bush... or the city centre” says Fynbo.

“The Jets™ system offers higher
lity
m e flexibility t
traditional toilets” - Marilyn Fynbo
Scanvogn

Strength in
numbers
A recent Jets™ customer, Godik in
Denmark is already setting a new
benchmark with its impressive
16-toilet trailers made by
Scanvogn. Just two of these
trailers were enough to provide
toilets for a concert with an
audience of 7,500 people.
16 toilets is a large number, but
that is not the only figure this
company is concerned with. In fact,
Godik keeps full track of how the
trailers are used. Numbers don’t lie.

Based on statistics, Godik claims
that the Jets™ system saves more
than 90% water in restroom trailer
applications, compared to
traditional toilets.
And on the subject of numbers,
Godik even knows the average
time a visitor spends when using
their restroom trailers at events:
Exactly 1 minute, 24 seconds.

Greater income
Several AB in Sweden has a simple
philosophy behind their business:
As festivals are improving their
tents, stages, food, camping
grounds - even artists - to satisfy
ever more demanding visitors,
they should improve their toilet
facilities as well.

“The customer wants to provide
flushing toilets to paying visitors,
and is willing to pay a premium to
make that happen. So we are able
to charge for a flushing toilet, but
only have to supply 10% of the
water needed for a traditional
gravity flushing toilet.

Several AB set out to make money,
using Scanvogn trailers to provide
a better toilet solution than the
chemical toilets which are often
used. Jets™ systems helped the
company accomplish this goal.

Jets™ allows us save on water costs,
logistics costs and personell costs,
while still being able to meet the
customer’s requirements. This
translates to greater income for us”
says Frederic Olsson of Several AB.

Several AB
Event toilet rental company
www.several.se

Godik
Event toilet rental company
www.godik.dk
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Otter Vacuum
Systems, UK

Just Loos.com Ltd
Event toilet trailer manufacturer
www.justloos.com

“When the occasion calls for a high standard of
functional elegance, you can count on Jets™...”
“For corporate events, community functions, festivals and weddings,
smoothly functioning toilets of high quality are a critical success factor.”
These are the words of Andrew Hay at UK Jets™ distributor Otter
Vacuum Systems, who has supplied Jets™ systems to the British
market since 2006. His customers use Jets™ in mobile restrooms of all
shapes and sizes, to serve the country’s large event market.
Festivals and other sizeable events are plentiful in the UK. Reputable
names such as Glastonbury and Isle of Wight are already attracting an
international audience, while other up-and-coming festivals are doing
their best to catch up.
One way to gain an edge on other festivals is to provide the best toilet
facilities possible: “Quality-conscious customers refuse to accept
sub-standard sanitation at prestige events”, says Hay, adding that
this applies not just to festivals and events, but also to businesses,
governments, non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and others.

“We see a very promising market in
systems for business continuity and
emergency response” - Andrew Hay
12

Otter Vacuum Systems, UK Jets™ distributor
www.ottervacuum.co.uk

Qdos Event Hire
Event toilet rental company
www.qdoseventhire.co.uk

Wessington Cabins
Event toilet trailer manufacturer
www.wessingtoncabins.co.uk
When Nature Calls
Event toilet rental company
www.when-nature-calls.co.uk

Flexiloo™ LLP
Foldable event toilet manufacturer
www.flexiloo.co.uk
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Jets and the Antarctic Troll facility
TM

Challenges

Jets solution
TM

Water shortage in a desert of ice
All water supplies are produced by thawing ice.
Removal of all waste
The treated sewage must be shipped out for disposal.
All-year reliability
The toilets must function no matter what! The airfield,
a 7-hour flight from Cape Town, is normally closed during
the winter season. Surface transport takes days.

The Troll Station
Antarctica
Built in 1989-90 in Queen Maud
Land, 235 km / 147 miles from
the ice edge at 72° south.
Run by the Norwegian Polar
Institute.

Facilities at Troll
The all-year facilities consist of
insulated container modules
designed for temperatures down
to –60 °C / –75 °F. A team of up to 10
spends the winter season here
every year. Up to 40 visitors stay
at a tent camp in the summer season,
with up to 75 for shorter periods.
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Water supply
Jets™ vacuum system uses 10% of the water needed by
gravity toilets. Recovered water can be used for flushing.
Removal of waste
The concentrated sewage takes up the least possible space.
All-year reliability
With our wealth of experience in robust sanitary systems,
Jets™ was entrusted with this demanding delivery.

Research at Troll
The activities include
monitoring of
Glaciers
Greenhouse gases
Ultraviolet radiation
Heavy metals in the air

A “green” research
station
The aim is to use the smallest
possible amount of fossil fuel and
purify all emissions virtually 100%.
Heated remotely from the cooling
systems for the power station.

In the driest, coldest, most uninhabited
continent on earth, Jets™ is meeting
challenges in the extreme Antarctic

Used by the British Armed Forces
On the front lines of the
ist
fli t
itis
soldiers lack many of the
comforts of home - save one

With better sanitary facilities,
soldiers can focus their
attention on getting the
mission accomplished

While deployed abroad, soldiers have to do
without many of the comforts the rest of us
take for granted daily. Hot baths, home
cooked meals, civilian clothes - and decent
toilet facilities, to name a few.

Some of the British forces in Afghanistan
have already been equipped with a new
sanitary solution based on Jets™ products,
which provides at least one of the comforts
of home to even the most remote Forward
Operating Base.

t e e t ies b ttle el s
e
been home to every crude and unsanitary
toilet solution imaginable. Sometimes little
more than a hole in the ground, they have
left a lot to be desired by soldiers.
Today however, a change is taking place.

Jets™ sanitary systems are
battle proven to deliver the
comfort of home...
- anywhere in the world!

Featuring unique Jets™ vacuum sanitary
technology, these easily transportable
container modules have a number of
water saving vacuum toilets and urinals.
The units are fully self-contained with
integrated water supply, waste evaporator
and incinerator, to help improve life on the
b ttle el
t eb
e e
is
everything for the rest of us.

Otter Vacuum Systems
UK Jets™ distributor
www.ottervacuum.co.uk
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TM

Toilets and interfaces
Jets™ supplies a wide range of toilets,
urinals and squat pans in vitreous
china and stainless steel, as well as
greywater interface tanks.

FLO O R-M O U NT ED VI TREOUS C HI N A

WA LL-MO U N TED V I T R E OU S CH I N A

STAI NLES S STEEL

U RINALS AND SQ UAT PAN S

GREy WATER IN TERFAC E UN I T
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Vi ew t he com pl ete p roduc t range on www.j etsgroup .com

The robust Jets™
solution has proved
to be highly practical
for numerous
applications.
In-line installation
of VacuumaratorTM
pumps combined with
a small footprint and
low weight allows
unique installation
flexibility and
considerable weight
savings compared
with other systems.

The unique Vacuumarator

TM

The patented Vacuumarator pumps
are the most compact, efficient and
reliable vacuum generators available
for vacuum toilet systems
TM

Continuous flow with no
increase in temperature will
enhance any downstream
treatment process
Single-in, single-out
connection allows true
in-line installation – no need
for extra components
Highly efficient vacuum
production enables a
small motor with low
energy consumption
The helical screw and liquid
seal ensure efficient vacuum
production
The integrated macerator cuts
waste to a fine pulp for optimal
transport and feed to sewage
tanks and treatment systems

MINI: 10NT

SMALL: 15MB-D

MEDIUM: 25MBA

LARGE: 95MB

XXL: 250NT
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How to calculate vacuum capacity
Multiple factors affect the capacity requirements
of mobile toilet systems. Identifying those factors
and taking them into consideration is critical to
the safe and reliable operation of your system.
Jets™ offers design assistance
With more than 25 years of experience in advanced, integrated
vacuum sanitary systems, we are able to offer extensive
assistance and in-depth expertise to customers.
Common considerations for designers of mobile systems include
The type of event or assignment in question
The anticipated volume of drinks served
The expected number of male vs. female users

Jets is a pract
TM

Jets™ sanitary systems can be
e
li ti s
virtually any size
From the smallest 10NT Vacuumarator™
pump featuring a capacity of 100 flushes
per hour, to practically limitless sets of
Vacuumarator™ pumps combined in
vacuum units for increased capacity.
Vacuum units with multiple pumps also
provide operational redundancy, and
passenger vessels with thousands of
toilets have relied on Jets™ for decades
to supply reliable systems.

How long the event or assignment lasts
If usage peaks are expected at any time
If disabled compliant restrooms are required
Jets™ can provide you with valuable answers about
Vacuum capacity and vacuum generators
Toilet models and the number of toilets needed
System design and operation
Vacuum piping design and operation
Planning, engineering, installation and commissioning
Overall system economy and potential for savings
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Unit type
Flushes
per hour

15MB CTT

150

30MB-D

300

ically limitless sanitary system
The original - invented and
improved by Jets™
The Vacuumarator™ pump is the driving
force in any Jets™ vacuum sanitary
system. Since it was first launched in
1987, it has been continuously improved.
Available in a range of different sizes,the
Vacuumarator™ pump works well in all
types of vacuum sanitary systems.

95MB

800

190MB

1,600

Scales to any requirement

Expands with your needs

The same core technology is used
throughout the Vacuumarator™ range,
and the pumps work seamlessly together
to provide a highly reliable solution.

Several vacuum units comprising
multiple pumps each will operate
simultaneously to provide capacity
when and where you need it the most.

If the system size increases, simply add
more pumps to increase the available
vacuum generating capacity.

The compact size of Jets™ products
means they have high mobility and can
be set up quickly - even in demanding
applications.

250NT

2,600

LIMITLESS

Limitless
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Jets™ Mobile Solutions

A comparison of Jets versus...
Photos: Tony Hall, Johan Holmquist, Jets™ and its respective agents • Stock photos: istockphoto.com • Print: TINDE Design og Trykk AS

TM

Chemical
Toilets

Gravity
Toilets

Have to be emptied one by
one
– A Jets™ toilet module has
one common point for
emptying sewage far from
the public

Gravity toilets have to be
positioned with the
water network in mind,
and installation involves
excavation. Jets™ vacuum
toilets can be located
where they fit best
logistically, saving
valuable time

Chemical tank capacity is
limited
– Jets™ vacuum toilets can
be used for indefinite
periods

Gravity toilets leave the
aerosols and odours
in the cubicle
– Vacuum toilets cut down
on these aerosols and
gases when flushing

Need chemicals to mask
odours
– Vacuum solves the
problems of odours and
aerosols when flushing

Water consumption
is cut dramatically –
and sewage volumes are
correspondingly low

You can see straight into
the waste tank when you
open the lid
– A Jets™ toilet feels like a
normal toilet. The bowl can
be flushed clean after
every visit

Vacuum toilets
– vacuum tank
Jets™ systems do not need
a vacuum tank,
which is both bulky and
expensive
A vacuum tank has a
LARGE footprint
– The Jets™ system is
compact
The Vacuumarator™ pump
can be used to discharge
the waste tank if needed
without any additional
pump
A large compressor
generating the vacuum
may be noisy
– The Jets™ system
solves this

Smaller pipes simplify
installation and operation

TM

JETS VACUUM AS
Myravegen 1, N-6060 Hareid, Norway
Tel. + 47 70 03 91 00, Fax + 47 70 03 91 01
E-mail: post@jets.no

www.jetsgroup.com

Traditional
macerating toilets
Must have
at least 6 litres/1,5 gallons
of water to function
– Jets™ systems need only
1 litre (1/4 gallon)
High risk of clogging if
foreign objects such as
tissues, tampons or too
much toilet paper are
placed in the bowl
– The Jets™ pump and
macerating knife keep the
toilet working reliably
The grinding mechanism
is directly behind the toilet
– The Vacuumarator™
pump is in a separate
compact unit, which can be
positioned remotely where
it fits in best.
Must have electrical
power close to the toilet
– The Jets™ toilet does not
need a power connection

Jets™ in Buses and Coaches

Jets™ in Railway
Rolling Stock

Jets™ for All Kinds
of Buildings

Jets™ for Cabins

Jets™ for Leisure Areas

Jets™ in Supermarkets

Every Second Ship
to be Built Worldwide
- Chooses Jets™
JETS™ and VACUUMARATOR™ are trademarks of Jets
Vacuum AS. Parts of the JETS™ sanitary systems
(including, but not limited to, VACUUMARATOR™ pump
technology) are patent protected by Jets Vacuum AS.
© 2012 Copyright, Jets Vacuum AS

